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In this paper, we study tree automata for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). We define the
movement of a tree automaton on a DAG so that a DAG is accepted by a tree automaton
if and only if the DAG has a spanning tree accepted by the tree automaton. We call
this automaton a spanning tree automaton. The NP-completeness of the membership
problem of DAGs for spanning tree automata is shown. However, if inputs are restricted
to series–parallel graphs or generalized series–parallel graphs, it is shown that the
membership problem for spanning tree automata is solvable in linear time.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper proposes the use of tree automata [2] for the recognition of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Since DAGs are
one of the most popular data structures in computer science and have many important applications, it is natural to study
automata models for DAGs.
There are several ways to relate tree automata to DAGs. Most approaches, e.g., [3–5] and [2, chap. 4], regard DAGs as a
compressed representation of trees and define that a DAG is accepted by a tree automaton only if the unfolded tree of the
DAG is accepted by the tree automaton. For the sake of the motivation of this study, this paper defines the movement of a
tree automaton on a DAG so that a DAG is accepted by a tree automaton if and only if the DAG has a spanning tree accepted
by the tree automaton. We call this automaton a spanning tree automaton.
The recognition of DAGs by spanning tree automata is especially important because of its applicability to pattern
recognition. The motivation of this study is to establish a powerful and efficient recognition method for mathematical
OCR [6–8]. As shown in Fig. 1, amathematical OCR system constructs a DAG representing the adjacency relation of bounding
boxes of symbols froma scanned image. From theDAG,wewant to obtain the spanning tree representing proper connections
of symbols, which should be syntactically reasonable. In order to define the syntax of mathematical formulae and check
candidates of the spanning tree, we make use of spanning tree automata.
The membership problem of DAGs for spanning tree automata is considered. The problem is to determine, for any fixed
spanning tree automaton, whether a given DAG is accepted by the spanning tree automaton. Unfortunately, the problem is
shown to be NP-complete by the reduction from the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT). Thus, we need to think over some
restrictions on DAGs in order to obtain a recognition algorithm for practical use.
We find that, if inputs are restricted to series–parallel graphs (SPGs) [9,10] and generalized series–parallel graphs
(GSPGs) [11], the membership problem for spanning tree automata is solvable in linear time. SPGs and GSPGs are restricted
DAGs formed recursively by simple composition operations. They are of interest in algorithmic graph theory because a
number of standard problems on graphs are solvable in linear time for SPGs and GSPGs including some NP-complete
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Fig. 1. (a) A scanned image, (b) the adjacency relation of bounding boxes, and (c) the spanning tree representing proper connections of symbols. Each vertex
of the spanning tree is labeled by a symbol, while each edge is labeled by the relation between its adjacent symbols.
problems [10,11]. A linear-time algorithm solving the membership problem for spanning tree automata with inputs
restricted to GSPGs is introduced. From the viewpoint of the application to mathematical OCR, the algorithm of GSPGs is
useful enough because DAGs representing the adjacency relation of bounding boxes of symbols are GSPGs in most cases.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, some definition are given; in Section 3, spanning tree automata are
introduced and some basic properties of them are shown; in Section 4, the NP-completeness of the membership problem
of DAGs for spanning tree automata is proved; in Section 5, a linear-time algorithm of generalized series–parallel graphs is
introduced; in Section 6, spanning tree automata for the edge-labeled case is considered; and in Section 7, the conclusion is
drawn and future work discussed.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give some definitions.
A directed graph is an ordered pair G = (V , E), where V is a finite set, called vertices, and E is a finite set of ordered pairs
of distinct vertices, called edges. When u, v ∈ V , e ∈ E, and e = (u, v), e is called an outgoing edge of u and also called an
incoming edge of v, u is called a parent of v, and v is called a child of u. A directed graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) if it has
no directed cycles. For a DAG, a source is a vertex with no incoming edges, while a sink is a vertex with no outgoing edges. A
DAG is single-source if it has exactly one source. Likewise, a DAG is single-sink if it has exactly one sink. A single-source DAG
is a tree if every vertex except the source has exactly one incoming edge. The source of a tree is also called the root, while
sinks of a tree are also called leaves.
Let G = (V , E) be a directed graph. Let Σ be a finite set of vertex labels, and let Γ be a finite set of edge labels. A vertex-
labeling is a function σ : V → Σ . Likewise, an edge-labeling is a function γ : E → Γ . G is vertex-labeled if σ is present. G
is vertex-edge-labeled if both σ and γ are present. In this paper, we assume every graph to be vertex-labeled. Consequently,
we use the term ‘‘edge-labeled’’ to mean ‘‘vertex-edge-labeled.’’
In this paper, a treemeans an unordered tree. However, an ordered tree can be realized as a special case of an edge-labeled
tree where the outgoing edges of each vertex are uniquely labeled as 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Spanning trees are defined for both the vertex-labeled case and the vertex-edge-labeled case as follows: (i) Let G =
(V1, E1) be a directed graphwith a vertex-labeling σ1, and let T = (V2, E2) be a tree with a vertex-labeling σ2. T is a spanning
tree of G if V1 = V2, σ1 = σ2, and E2 ⊆ E1. (ii) Let G = (V1, E1) be a edge-labeled directed graph with a vertex-labeling σ1
and edge-labeling γ1, and let T = (V2, E2) be a edge-labeled tree with a vertex-labeling σ2 and edge-labeling γ2. T is a edge-
labeled spanning tree of G if V1 = V2, σ1 = σ2, E2 ⊆ E1, and γ1(e) = γ2(e) for all e ∈ E2. Since a DAG must be single-source
to have a spanning tree, we consider only single-source DAGs in this paper.
LetX = {x1, x2, . . .} be a fixed countable set of variables.
Example 2.1. The following is an example of a DAG: D = (V , E), where V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}, E = {(v1, v2), (v1, v3),
(v2, v3), (v2, v4), (v2, v5), (v3, v5)}, Σ = {a, b, c}, and σ = {(v1, a), (v2, a), (v3, b), (v4, b), (v5, c)}. An example of a
spanning tree of D is T = (V , E ′), where E ′ = {(v1, v2), (v1, v3), (v2, v4), (v2, v5)}. D and T are illustrated as (a) and (b) in
Fig. 2.
3. Spanning tree automata
In this section, we introduce spanning tree automata, that is, automata recognizing spanning trees of DAGs.
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Fig. 2. A DAG (a), and one of its spanning trees (b).
3.1. Definition
The definition of spanning tree automata is almost the same as well-known nondeterministic top-down tree automata
for ranked trees [2]. The only difference between ordinary tree automata and spanning tree automata can be described
as follows: Ordinary tree automata are defined over a ranked alphabet, while spanning tree automata are defined over an
alphabet where each symbol has multiple arities (ranks).
Definition 3.1. A spanning tree automaton over an alphabet Σ is a four-tuple A = (Q ,Σ, q0, R) where Q is a finite set of
states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and R is a finite set of rules of the following form:
q(f (x1, . . . , xn))→ f (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)),
where n ≥ 0, f ∈ Σ , q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q , and x1, . . . , xn ∈ X.
LetD = (V , E) be a single-source DAGwith a vertex-labeling σ , and letA = (Q ,Σ, q0, R) be a spanning tree automaton.
A state mapping is a function S : V → Q ∪ {,×}. The initial state mapping S0 is the state mapping such that, for v ∈ V ,
S0(v) = q0 if v is the source of D, otherwise S0(v) = . The final state mapping Sf is the state mapping such that Sf (v) = ×
for all v ∈ V . We define a relation⇒ over state mappings as follows: For state mappings S and S ′, S ⇒ S ′ if n ≥ 0,
q(f (x1, . . . , xn))→ f (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) is a rule in R, there exists v ∈ V such that S(v) = q, σ(v) = f , and v has at least
n children, v1, . . . , vn ∈ V are children of v such that vi 6= vj for i 6= j, S(v1) = , . . . , S(vn) = , and S ′ is identical to S
except that S ′(v) = × and S ′(v1) = q1, . . . , S ′(vn) = qn. Here, q is called the state assigned to v. Let ∗⇒ be the reflective,
transitive closure of⇒. D is accepted byA if S0 ∗⇒ Sf .
When D is accepted byA, a spanning tree of D is obtained as follows: Let S0, . . . , Sk be state mappings such that S0 is the
initial statemapping, Sk is the final statemapping, and Si ⇒ Si+1 for any 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1. For 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, let vi and vi1, . . . , vini
be the vertices that attracted attention when Si+1 was obtained from Si. Let E ′ = {(vi, vij) | 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni}.
Then, the tree T = (V , E ′) is a spanning tree of D. We call T a recognition tree.
A set S of DAGs is recognizable if there exists a spanning tree automatonA such that S = {D | D is accepted byA}.
If we allow the initial state mapping to give the initial state to an arbitrary vertex, then the above statement defines a
spanning tree automaton working on arbitrary directed graphs. However, we restrict our attention to DAGs in this paper.
Though only a top-down type of automata is introduced in this paper, we can easily define a bottom-up sibling of
automata with equivalent recognition capability like the case of ordinary tree automata.
Example 3.1. The following is an example of a spanning tree automaton which accepts the DAG D in Example 2.1: A =
(Q ,Σ, q0, R), where Q = {q0, q1}, and R = {q0(a(x1, x2)) → a(q0(x1), q1(x2)), q1(b(x1)) → b(q0(x1)), q1(b) → b,
q0(c) → c}. An accepting sequence of state mappings on D is illustrated in Fig. 3. The outputs of the state mappings for
vertices are denoted at the left shoulder of vertices.
Concerning S0, we can apply the rule q0(a(x1, x2))→ a(q0(x1), q1(x2)) to v1, and S1 is obtained by applying the rule by
choosing v2 for x1 and v3 for x2. Regarding S1, the rule that can be applied to v2 is the same as for v1. We need to choose
v4 and v5 for the rule because S1(v3) 6= . Thus S2 is obtained by applying the rule by choosing v5 for x1 and v4 for x2. By
applying the rule q1(b)→ b to v3 and v4, and applying q0(c)→ c to v5, the final state mapping Sf is successfully obtained.
The corresponding recognition tree is the same tree as T in Example 2.1.
3.2. Basic properties
First, the following proposition is clear from the definitions.
Proposition 3.1. For a spanning tree automatonA and a DAG D, D is accepted byA if and only if there exists a tree T such that
T is a spanning tree of D and T is accepted byA.
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Fig. 3. An accepting sequence of state mappings on D.
Proof. If D is accepted byA, then there exists a recognition tree and it is accepted byA. On the other hand, if T is a spanning
tree of D and T is accepted by A, then there exists an accepting sequence of state mappings on D whose recognition tree
is T . 
Consequently, the following characterization of recognizable sets of DAGs is obtained.
Corollary 3.1. Recognizable sets of DAGs are closed under addition of edges, i.e., for a spanning tree automatonA and a DAG D,
if D is accepted byA, then every DAG obtained from D by adding edges is also accepted.
Next, we consider some closure properties of spanning tree automata. Concerning union, a similar result to the case of
ordinary tree automata is obtained.
Proposition 3.2. The class of recognizable sets of DAGs is closed under union.
Proof. Let A = (Q ,Σ, q0, R) and A′ = (Q ′,Σ ′, q′0, R′) be the spanning tree automata recognizing the sets S and S′,
respectively. We may assume that Q ∩Q ′ = ∅. We consider the automatonA′′ = (Q ∪Q ′ ∪ {q′′0},Σ ∪Σ ′, q′′0, R′′)where q′′0
is a new state, and R′′ = R ∪ R′ ∪ {r ′′ | r ∈ R ∪ R′, q0 or q′0 appears in the left-hand side of r , and r ′′ is obtained by replacing
q0 or q′0 in the left-hand side of r with q
′′
0}. Clearly, a DAG D is accepted byA′′ if and only if D is accepted by eitherA orA′.
Therefore, the union S ∪ S′ is recognized byA′′. 
Regarding intersection and complementation, situations are different from the case of ordinary tree automata. For a set
of vertex labelsΣ and a recognizable set S of DAGs overΣ , we define the complement of S to be the set of all single-source
DAGs overΣ that do not belong to S.
Proposition 3.3. The class of recognizable sets of DAGs is not closed under intersection.
Proof. Let Σ = {a, b, c}. Consider spanning tree automata A = ({q},Σ, q, R) and A′ = ({q},Σ, q, R′) where: R =
{q(a(x1)) → a(q(x1)), q(b(x1, x2)) → b(q(x1), q(x2)), q(c) → c}, and R′ = {q(a(x1, x2)) → a(q(x1), q(x2)), q(b(x1)) →
b(q(x1)), q(c)→ c}.
Let S and S′ be the sets recognized byA andA′, respectively.
In Fig. 4, a DAG (a) and all its spanning trees (b),(c) are illustrated. In order for the DAG to be accepted by a spanning tree
automaton, at least one of its spanning trees must be accepted by the automaton.A accepts the DAG (a) and the spanning
tree (b), while A′ accepts the DAG (a) and the spanning tree (c). If there exists an automaton that accepts the intersection
S ∩ S′, then it must accept the DAG (a) and reject both the spanning trees (b), (c). This contradicts Proposition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.4. The class of recognizable sets of DAGs is not closed under complementation.
Proof. The set of all single-source DAGs is not recognizable whereas the empty set is recognizable. A spanning tree
automaton with at most k variables in the right-hand sides cannot accept the tree consisting of a root and k + 1 children.
Thus, the set of all trees of height 1 is not recognizable, and neither is the set of all single-source DAGs (regardless of the set
of vertex labels). 
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Fig. 4. A DAG (a), and all its spanning trees (b), (c).
We do not discuss determinisability in this paper since the property depends on the definition of determinism. Even if
we define deterministic spanning tree automata by the same way as ordinary tree automata, nondeterminism still exists in
their movement, i.e., state mappings cannot be obtained deterministically.
Lastly, we consider the emptiness problem.
Proposition 3.5. For a spanning tree automatonA, we can determine whether there exists a DAG accepted byA in linear time
in the size ofA.
Proof. Since there exists a DAG accepted byA if and only if there exists a tree accepted byA, it is enough to determine the
existence of a tree accepted by A. Therefore, the problem is the same as the case for ordinary tree automata. It is known
that the emptiness problem can be solved in linear time for ordinary tree automata [2]. 
4. NP-completeness of the membership problem
In this section, the membership problem of DAGs for spanning tree automata is studied. The problem is to determine, for
any fixed spanning tree automaton, whether a given DAG is accepted by the spanning tree automaton. The NP-completeness
of themembership problemofDAGs for spanning tree automatawill be shownby reducing theBoolean satisfiability problem
(SAT) to this problem. We should mention that the membership problem of ordered trees for ordinary tree automata is in
PTIME.
Theorem 1. Themembership problem of DAGs for spanning tree automata is NP-complete in the size of the DAG, and the problem
is still NP-complete even if the set of vertex labels is singleton.
Proof. Wewill show the NP-completeness of themembership problem by reducing the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT)
to this problem.
LetΣ = {f } be the set of vertex labels. Consider the spanning tree automatonA = (Q ,Σ, q0, R)where:
Q = {q0, q1, q2}, and
R = {q0(f (x1, x2))→ f (q1(x1), q3(x2)),
q1(f (x1, x2))→ f (q0(x1), q2(x2)), q1(f (x1))→ f (q2(x1)),
q2(f (x1, x2))→ f (q2(x1), q2(x2)), q2(f (x1))→ f (q2(x1)), q2(f )→ f ,
q3(f (x1))→ f (q3(x1)), q3(f )→ f }.
Let F be a given Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), where C = {c1, . . . , cm} is the set of clauses
composing F , and V = {v1, . . . , vn} is the set of Boolean variables appearing in F .
From F , we construct a single-source DAG D = (V , E) as follows:
V = {v1, . . . , vn} ∪ {v¯1, . . . , v¯n} ∪ {c1, . . . , cm}
∪{sv1 , . . . , svn} ∪ {tv1 , . . . , tvn , tv¯1 , . . . , tv¯n} ∪ {uv1 , . . . , uvn , uv¯1 , . . . , uv¯n}
∪{w[vi,cj], w[v¯i,cj] | 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, and
E = {(svi , vi), (svi , v¯i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(vi, svi+1), (v¯i, svi+1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
∪{(vi, uvi), (v¯i, uv¯i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪{(uvi , w[vi,c1]), (uv¯i , w[v¯i,c1]) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪{(w[vi,cj], w[vi,cj+1]), (w[v¯i,cj], w[v¯i,cj+1]) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1}
∪{(w[vi,cm], tvi), (w[v¯i,cm], tv¯i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪{(w[vi,cj], cj) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and vi appears in cj}
∪{(w[v¯i,cj], cj) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and v¯i appears in cj}.
The vertex labeling is defined as σ(v) = f for all v ∈ V .
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Fig. 5. The DAG corresponding to (v1 ∨ v¯2 ∨ v3) ∧ (v1 ∨ v3 ∨ v¯4) ∧ (v¯2 ∨ v¯3 ∨ v4).
Note that every vertex has at most two children. The source is sv1 , while the sinks are c1, . . . , cm, tv1 , . . . , tvn , and
tv¯1 , . . . , tv¯n . The vertices tv1 , . . . , tvn and tv¯1 , . . . , tv¯n are arranged as leaves to prevent the vertices c1, . . . , cm from being
assigned the state q3. The vertices uv1 , . . . , uvn and uv¯1 , . . . , uv¯n are inserted so that the state q0 is assigned to only the
vertices sv1 , . . . , svn .
For example, we consider the Boolean formula (v1∨ v¯2∨v3)∧ (v1∨v3∨ v¯4)∧ (v¯2∨ v¯3∨v4). The DAG corresponding to
the formula is illustrated in Fig. 5. Because the labels of vertices are all the same, labels are omitted. A recognition tree with
a successful assignment of states to vertices is illustrated in Fig. 6.
WhenD is accepted byA, a recognition tree and a successful assignment of states to vertices have the following features:
• The state assigned to each sv1 , . . . , svn is q0, and q0 must not be assigned to any other vertices.
• q1 is assigned only to one of each pair vi, v¯i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• The state assigned to each c1, . . . , cm is only q2.
• The vertices assigned q3 have atmost one child in a recognition tree,while the vertices assigned q2mayhave two children.
• The state assignment for v1, . . . , vn yields a truth assignment for the Boolean variables of F . If we assign TRUE to the
variables with q1 and assign FALSE to the variables with q3, then a truth assignment is obtained.
It is clear that D is accepted byA if and only if there exists a truth assignment for the Boolean variables of F . This means
that the problem is NP-hard. On the other hand, given a DAG D, we can nondeterministically obtain a recognition tree T and
check if T is accepted by A in polynomial time. This means that the problem is in the class NP. Therefore, the problem is
NP-complete. 
In the proof above, we can check if T is accepted byA in polynomial time in the sizes of T andA. Thus, the same argument
holds for the uniform membership problem, that is, the problem where the automaton is also a part of the input.
Corollary 4.1. The uniform membership problem of DAGs for spanning tree automata is NP-complete in the sizes of the DAG and
the automaton.
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Fig. 6. A recognition tree with a successful assignment of states to vertices.
5. Linear-time algorithm solving the membership problem with restriction on inputs
In this section, we show that the membership problem for spanning tree automata is solvable in linear time if inputs
are restricted to series–parallel graphs (SPGs) [9,10] and generalized series–parallel graphs (GSPGs) [11]. A linear-time
algorithm solving the membership problem for spanning tree automata with inputs restricted to GSPGs will be introduced.
SPGs and GSPGs are single-source DAGs formed recursively by simple composition operations. They are of interest in
algorithmic graph theory because a number of standard problems on graphs are solvable in linear time for SPGs and GSPGs
including some NP-complete problems [10,11].
We should mention that the algorithm cannot output all recognition trees because a GSPG has an exponential number
of recognition trees in general. The algorithm only determines whether or not there exists at least one recognition tree. The
DAGs constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 are neither SPGs nor GSPGs.
5.1. Series–parallel graphs and generalized series–parallel graphs
Let us write D(s, t) to mean that a single-source DAG D has two distinguished vertices such that s is the source and t is
one of the sinks.
Definition 5.1. A single-source DAG D(s, t) is a 2-terminal generalized series–parallel graph (2T-GSPG) if (1) it is a single edge
graph, i.e., D = ({s, t}, {(s, t)}), or (2) it can be produced by a sequence of the following operations:
Series composition: Given two 2T-GSPGs D1(s1, t1) and D2(s2, t2), form a new graph D(s, t) by identifying s = s1, t1 = s2,
and t = t2.
Parallel composition: Given two 2T-GPSGs D1(s1, t1) and D2(s2, t2), form a new graph D(s, t) by identifying s = s1 = s2, and
t = t1 = t2.
Source merge: Given two 2T-GSPGsD1(s1, t1) andD2(s2, t2), form a new graphD(s, t) by identifying s = s1 = s2, and t = t1.
A single-source DAG D is a generalized series–parallel graph (GSPG) if D(s, t) is a 2T-GSPG for the source s and some sink t
of D.
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Fig. 7. A GSPG, and one of its corresponding BDTs.
If the list of operations does not include ‘‘source merge’’, then the above statement becomes the definition of SPGs. The
class of SPGs is strictly included in the class of GSPGs. Though SPGs are more famous and well-studied than GSPGs, the SPGs
seem too restricted because each SPG is single-sink, and thus the class of trees is not included in the class of SPGs. On the
other hand, the class of GSPGs include all trees and, moreover, all single-source outerplanar DAGs.
Due to the recursive definition of GSPGs, we can obtain an edge-labeled tree corresponding to a decomposition of a GSPG.
Definition 5.2. A binary decomposition tree (BDT) for a 2T-GSPGD(s, t) = (V , E) is an edge-labeled tree T defined as follows:
The set of vertex labels is {S, P,M} ∪ E, and the set of edge labels is {∗, 1, 2}.
• If D(s, t) is a single edge graph, then T = ({(s, t)},∅), and σ((s, t)) = (s, t).
• If D(s, t) is obtained by a series composition of D1(s1, t1) and D2(s2, t2), and T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) are BDTs of
them, then T = ({r} ∪ V1 ∪ V2, {(r, r1), (r, r2)} ∪ E1 ∪ E2) where r is a new vertex, and r1 and r2 are the roots of T1 and
T2, σ(r) = S, γ ((r, r1)) = 1, and γ ((r, r2)) = 2.
• If D(s, t) is obtained by a parallel composition of D1(s1, t1) and D2(s2, t2), and T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) are BDTs
of them, then T = ({r} ∪ V1 ∪ V2, {(r, r1), (r, r2)} ∪ E1 ∪ E2)where r is a new vertex, and r1 and r2 are the roots of T1 and
T2, σ(r) = P , γ ((r, r1)) = ∗, and γ ((r, r2)) = ∗.
• If D(s, t) is obtained by a source merge of D1(s1, t1) and D2(s2, t2), and T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) are BDTs of them,
then T = ({r} ∪ V1 ∪ V2, {(r, r1), (r, r2)} ∪ E1 ∪ E2) where r is a new vertex, and r1 and r2 are the roots of T1 and T2,
σ(r) = M , γ ((r, r1)) = 1, and γ ((r, r2)) = 2.
An example of a GSPG and a corresponding BDT are illustrated in Fig. 7.
Note that the children of a vertex labeled by S orM are ordered, while the children of a vertex labeled by P are unordered.
All edges of the original GSPG appear exactly once as a label of leaves. The number of vertices of a BDT is at most twice as
many as the number of edges of the original GSPG. (More precisely: |VT | = 2|E|−1.) A GSPGmay havemany corresponding
BDTs since a decomposition is not unique in general. The problem of deciding whether a given DAG is a GSPG is solvable in
linear time, and (when the DAG is a GSPG) a corresponding BDT can be constructed in linear time in the number of edges of
the DAG [9,11].
5.2. Linear-time algorithm
Let A = (Q ,Σ, q0, R) be a spanning tree automaton, and let XA be the set of variables appearing in R. For a rule r =
q(f (x1, . . . , xn))→ f (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) in R, let state(r) be the state q, and let var(r) be the set {x1, . . . , xn}.
The algorithm takes as input a GSPG D = (V , E). By using the known method [9,11], we obtain a sink t ∈ V such that
D(s, t) becomes a 2T-GSPG and construct a BDT T = (VT , ET ) corresponding to the 2T-GSPG D(s, t).
The idea behind the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 8.When a GSPG is a single edge graph, the spanning tree of the graph is
the graph itself.When a GSPG is obtained by a series composition, a spanning tree of the newGSPG is obtained by connecting
spanning trees of the original GSPGs. When a GSPG is obtained by a parallel composition, a spanning tree of the new GSPG
is obtained by connecting a spanning tree of one original GSPG and a spanning tree of the subgraph induced by eliminating
the sink of the other original GSPG.When a GSPG is obtained by a sourcemerge, a spanning tree of the newGSPG is obtained
by merging the roots of spanning trees of the original GSPGs.
Themain task of the algorithm is to calculate two sets A and B. Informally speaking, A is the set of rules (with an indicator
of the reserved variables and the state to be assigned to the distinguished sink) that are applicable to s for D to be accepted
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Fig. 8. The idea behind the algorithm.
Fig. 9. An example of a composition of variable sets.
byA. On the other hand, B is the set of rules (with an indicator of the reserved variables) that are applicable to s forD[V−{t}]
to be accepted byA, where D[V − {t}] is the subgraph of D induced by the vertex set V − {t}.
Concerning (r,X′, q) ∈ A and (r,X′) ∈ B, the variable set X′ indicates the positions in the rule r reserved for the
subgraph being processed. An example of a composition of variable sets is shown in Fig. 9. Suppose that D is obtained by a
parallel composition of D1 and D2. Since (r, {x1, x4}, q′) is in A1, the states q1 and q4 can be assigned to the children of the
source of D1. Similarly, since (r, {x3}) is in B2, the states q3 can be assigned to the child of the source of D2. After the parallel
composition, the set Awill contain (r, {x1, x3, x4}, q′). At this time, the disjointment of the variable sets {x1, x4} ∩ {x3} = ∅
needs to be checked because the reserved positions must not be overlapped.
Regarding (r,X′, q) ∈ A, the state q indicates the state to be assigned to the distinguished sink of the subgraph being
processed.
Function Main
Input: a GSPG D = (V , E);
Output: accept or reject;
1: Find a sink t ∈ V such that D(s, t) becomes a 2T-GSPG;
2: Construct a BDT T = (VT , ET ) corresponding to the 2T-GSPG D(s, t);
3: Let u be the root vertex of T ;
4: (A, B, t) := Calculate(u);
5: if the set A includes an element (r,X′, q) such that state(r) = q0, var(r) = X′, and q(σ (t))→ σ(t) is in R then
6: return accept;
7: else
8: return reject;
9: end if
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Function Calculate
Input: a vertex u ∈ VT ;
Output: A ⊆ R× 2XA × Q , B ⊆ R× 2XA , and a vertex t ∈ V ;
1: if σ(u) = (v1, v2) ∈ E then
2: A := ∅;
3: B := ∅;
4: for all r: q(f (x1, . . . , xn))→ f (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) ∈ R do
5: if n ≥ 1, and σ(v1) = f then
6: A := A ∪ {(r, {xi}, qi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n};
7: else if n = 0, and σ(v1) = f then
8: B := B ∪ {(r,∅)};
9: end if
10: end for
11: t := v2;
12: else if σ(u) = S then
13: Let u1 and u2 be the first and second child of u, respectively;
14: (A1, B1, t1) := Calculate(u1);
15: (A2, B2, t2) := Calculate(u2);
16: A := {(r1,X1, q2) | (r1,X1, q1) ∈ A1, (r2,X2, q2) ∈ A2, state(r2) = q1, andX2 = var(r2)};
17: B := {(r1,X1) | (r1,X1, q1) ∈ A1, (r2,X2) ∈ B2, state(r2) = q1, andX2 = var(r2)};
18: t := t2;
19: else if σ(u) = P then
20: Let u1 and u2 be the children of u;
21: (A1, B1, t1) := Calculate(u1);
22: (A2, B2, t2) := Calculate(u2);
23: if σ(u1) ∈ E then
24: A := A2 ∪ {(r,X1 ∪X2, q1) | (r,X1, q1) ∈ A1, (r,X2) ∈ B2, andX1 ∩X2 = ∅};
25: B := B2;
26: else if σ(u2) ∈ E then
27: A := A1 ∪ {(r,X1 ∪X2, q2) | (r,X1) ∈ B1, (r,X2, q2) ∈ A2, andX1 ∩X2 = ∅};
28: B := B1;
29: else
30: A := {(r,X1 ∪ X2, q1) | (r,X1, q1) ∈ A1, (r,X2) ∈ B2, andX1 ∩ X2 = ∅} ∪ {(r,X1 ∪ X2, q2) | (r,X1) ∈ B1,
(r,X2, q2) ∈ A2, andX1 ∩X2 = ∅};
31: B := {(r,X1 ∪X2) | (r,X1) ∈ B1, (r,X2) ∈ B2, andX1 ∩X2 = ∅};
32: end if
33: t := t1;
34: else if σ(u) = M then
35: Let u1 and u2 be the first and second child of u, respectively;
36: (A1, B1, t1) := Calculate(u1);
37: (A2, B2, t2) := Calculate(u2);
38: A := {(r,X1 ∪X2, q1) | (r,X1, q1) ∈ A1, (r,X2, q2) ∈ A2,X1 ∩X2 = ∅, and q2(σ (t2))→ σ(t2) is in R };
39: B := {(r,X1 ∪X2) | (r,X1) ∈ B1, (r,X2, q2) ∈ A2,X1 ∩X2 = ∅, and q2(σ (t2))→ σ(t2) is in R };
40: t := t1;
41: end if
42: return (A, B, t);
Here, we introduce a notation that will be used in the following example and theorem. Let D be a GSPG with a corre-
sponding BDT T = (VT , ET ). For each u ∈ VT , SG(u) is a subgraph of D defined inductively as follows:
• If σ(u) = (v1, v2) ∈ E, then SG(u) = ({v1, v2}, {(v1, v2)}).
• If σ(u) ∈ {S, P,M}, the children of u are u1 and u2, SG(u1) = (V1, E1), and SG(u2) = (V2, E2), then SG(u) = (V1 ∪ V2,
E1 ∪ E2).
Clearly, SG(u) is also a GSPG.
Example 5.1. We see themovement of the algorithmbywatching outputs from the function Calculate for each call. Assume
that the algorithmworks for the spanning tree automatonA = (Q ,Σ, q0, R), whereQ = {q0, q1}, and R = {ri : q0(a(x1, x2))
→ a(q0(x1), q1(x2)), rii : q0(b(x1))→ b(q0(x1)), riii : q1(b(x1))→ b(q1(x1)), riv : q1(b)→ b, rv : q0(c)→ c}. The input
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to the algorithm is the GSPG D with the BDT T in Fig. 7. Since the function Calculate returns value for each vertex of T in
the order of (u4, u10, u11, u8, u12, u14, u15, u13, u9, u5, u2, u6, u7, u3, u1), we describe the outputs in this order. For ease of
understanding, the subgraph SG(u) for each vertex u of T is also illustrated.
Calculate(u4):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = ∅, t = v2,
SG(u4) =
Calculate(u10):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = ∅, t = v5,
SG(u10) =
Calculate(u11):
A = {(rii, {x1}, q0), (riii, {x1}, q1)},
B = {(riv,∅)}, t = v7,
SG(u11) =
Calculate(u8):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = {(ri, {x2})}, t = v7,
SG(u8) =
Calculate(u12):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = ∅, t = v4,
SG(u12) =
Calculate(u14):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = ∅, t = v3,
SG(u14) =
Calculate(u15):
A = {(rii, {x1}, q0), (riii, {x1}, q1)},
B = {(riv,∅)}, t = v4,
SG(u15) =
Calculate(u13):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = {(ri, {x2})}, t = v4,
SG(u13) =
Calculate(u9):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1),
(ri, {x1, x2}, q0)},
B = {(ri, {x2})}, t = v4,
SG(u9) =
Calculate(u5):
A = {(ri, {x1, x2}, q1)},
B = {(ri, {x1, x2})}, t = v7,
SG(u5) =
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Calculate(u2):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q1)},
B = {(ri, {x1})}, t = v7,
SG(u2) =
Calculate(u6):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = ∅, t = v6,
SG(u6) =
Calculate(u7):
A = {(rii, {x1}, q0), (riii, {x1}, q1)},
B = {(riv,∅)}, t = v7,
SG(u7) =
Calculate(u3):
A = {(ri, {x1}, q0), (ri, {x2}, q1)},
B = {(ri, {x2})}, t = v7,
SG(u3) =
Calculate(u1):
A = {(ri, {x1, x2}, q1)},
B = {(ri, {x1, x2})}, t = v7,
SG(u1) =
Since (ri, {x1, x2}, q1) ∈ A, state(ri) = q0, var(ri) = {x1, x2}, σ(v7) = b, and q1(b)→ b is in R, the functionMain successfully
returns accept .
Theorem 2. If inputs are restricted to generalized series–parallel graphs, the membership problem for spanning tree automata is
solvable in linear time in the number of edges of the graph.
Proof. We need to show that the algorithm introduced in this section works correctly and terminates in linear time. Let
D = (V , E) be a GSPG, and let t be a sink of D such that D(s, t) is a 2T-GSPG. Let T = (VT , ET ) be a BDT corresponding to the
2T-GSPG D(s, t).
The correctness of the algorithm is derived from the following claims (1) and (2) that hold for any u ∈ VT , where s′ is the
source of SG(u), and (A, B, t ′) are the outputs of Calculate(u):
(1) (r,X′, q′) ∈ A for a rule r = q(f (x1, . . . , xn)) → f (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) in R, a set of variables X′ = {xi1 , . . . , xim} ⊆
var(r) and a state q′ ∈ Q if and only if σ(s′) = f , and there exist state mappings S ′0 and S ′f satisfying S ′0 ∗⇒ S ′f and the
following conditions:
- S ′0 is a state mapping such that S
′
0(s
′) = ×, there exist pairwise distinct v1, . . . , vm ∈ V such that v1, . . . , vm are
children of s′ in SG(u), and S ′0(v1) = qi1 , . . . , S ′0(vm) = qim , and if v ∈ V is neither s′ nor one in v1, . . . , vm, then
S ′0(v) = .
- S ′f is a state mapping such that S
′
f (t
′) = q′, if v ∈ V is a vertex in SG(u) and v 6= t ′, then S ′f (v) = ×, and if v ∈ V is
not a vertex in SG(u), then S ′f (v) = .
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(2) (r,X′) ∈ B for a rule r = q(f (x1, . . . , xn)) → f (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) in R and a set of variables X′ = {xi1 , . . . , xim} ⊆
var(r) if and only if σ(s′) = f , and there exist state mappings S ′0 and S ′f satisfying S ′0 ∗⇒ S ′f and the following conditions:
- S ′0 is the same state mapping as in (1).
- S ′f is a state mapping such that S
′
f (t
′) = , if v ∈ V is a vertex in SG(u) and v 6= t ′, then S ′f (v) = ×, and if v ∈ V is
not a vertex in SG(u), then S ′f (v) = .
Let u1 be the root of T , and let (A, B, t) be the outputs of Calculate(u1). Because of the claim (1), (r,X′, q) ∈ A, state(r) = q0,
var(r) = X′, and q(σ (t))→ q is in R if and only if there exist state mappings S ′0 and S ′f satisfying the above conditions, and
thus S0 ⇒ S ′0 ∗⇒ S ′f ⇒ Sf .
Next, we prove that the algorithm terminates in O(|E|) time. It is known that we can obtain a BDT of O(|E|) size in O(|E|)
time from any GSPG. Computation of the total running time can be done by counting the number of calls of the function
Calculate and by evaluating the maximum running time for each call. The number of calls of the function Calculate is |VT |
because the function Calculate is called exactly once for each u ∈ VT . Clearly, |VT | = 2|E| − 1. Since calculation of the set A
and B does not depend on the size of input, we may evaluate that calculation of A and B is done in constant time. Therefore,
the total running time is O(|E|). 
6. Spanning tree automata for the edge-labeled case
Though the theory of tree automata mainly discusses ordered trees, spanning trees of DAGs without edge labels are not
ordered trees. Therefore, we consider spanning tree automata that can deal with edge-labeled DAGs. An edge-labeled tree
is a generalization of an ordered tree because an ordered tree is a special case of an edge-labeled tree where the outgoing
edges of each vertex are uniquely labeled as 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Recall that Γ is a set of edge labels, and γ is an edge-labeling function.
Definition 6.1. An edge-labeled spanning tree automaton over alphabetsΣ andΓ is a five-tupleA = (Q ,Σ,Γ , q0, R)where
Q is a finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and R is a finite set of rules of the following form:
q(f (c1(x1), . . . , cn(xn)))→ f (c1(q1(x1)), . . . , cn(qn(xn))),
where n ≥ 0, f ∈ Σ , c1, . . . , cn ∈ Γ , q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q , and x1, . . . , xn ∈ X.
The movement of an edge-labeled spanning tree automaton only differs in the following points: For state mappings S
and S ′, S ⇒ S ′ if n ≥ 0, q(f (c1(x1), . . . , cn(xn)))→ f (c1(q1(x1)),. . . , cn(qn(xn))) is a rule in R, there exists v ∈ V such
that S(v) = q, σ(v) = f , and v has at least n children, v1, . . . , vn ∈ V are children of v such that vi 6= vj for i 6= j,
γ ((v, v1)) = c1, . . . , γ ((v, vn)) = cn, S(v1) = , . . . , S(vn) = , and S ′ is obtained from S by modifying as S ′(v) = × and
S ′(v1) = q1, . . . , S ′(vn) = qn.
The NP-completeness of the membership problem of edge-labeled DAGs for an edge-labeled spanning tree automaton
trivially holds.
A linear-time algorithmsolving themembership problemof edge-labeledGSPGs for edge-labeled spanning tree automata
can be obtained with small modifications to the algorithm in Section 5 as follows: The line 4 and line 6 in the function
Calculate should be ‘‘for all q(f (c1(x1), . . . , cn(xn)))→ f (c1(q1(x1)), . . . , cn(qn(xn))) ∈ R do’’ and ‘‘A := A ∪ {(r, {xi}, qi) |
1 ≤ i ≤ n and γ ((v1, v2)) = ci}’’.
7. Conclusion and future work
We have studied the recognition of a spanning tree of DAGs by spanning tree automata. The NP-completeness of the
membership problem of DAGs for a spanning tree automaton was shown, and, if inputs are restricted to series–parallel
graphs (SPGs) [9,10] or generalized series–parallel graphs (GSPGs) [11], a linear-time algorithm solving the membership
problem for spanning tree automata was presented.
For future works, we want to extend the algorithm in Section 5 so that it recognizes more general graphs such as
graphs with bounded tree-width [12]. It is also interesting to think of the recognition of DAGs by linear pushdown tree
automata [13].
Since the phrase ‘‘spanning trees on undirected graphs’’ may sound more natural, it is also important to study the
recognition of a spanning tree of undirected graphs by spanning tree automata.
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